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Abstract—This paper introduces a light-weight mobility-aware
medium access control protocol for wireless sensor networks
(MA-MAC). In many respects, the protocol is similar to preamble
based, low power listening MAC protocols. It defines a duty-
cycle to let nodes sleep when they have no packets to transmit.
During active communication, the protocol estimates mobility
by evaluating the received signal strength of incoming ACK
packets and initiates seamless handover by embedding neighbour
discovery requests in data packets. Neighbour nodes randomly
wake up from their sleep to participate in a handover process.
Moreover, at the beginning of each active cycle, they first listen
for handover request before they transmit. A prototype was
developed and tested with TinyOS and Micaz platforms. The
paper reports the experiment results.

Index Terms—Handover, MAC protocol, mobility, neighbour
discovery, wireless sensor networks

I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of the applications proposed for wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) require static deployments, even
though the topologies of the networks may change over time
due to node failures or changing link quality. Consequently,
existing or proposed MAC protocols are mainly intended for
static deployments. But there are applications in which the
nodes are really mobile. For example, in healthcare appli-
cations WSNs monitor the activities of nurses [3], [7] and
the movements of patients [4], [13]; and in supply-chain
management, the safety and whereabouts of products are
monitored [11], [12]. In such applications, the data collection
in some vital circumstances should not be interrupted.

While mobility affects the entire communication stack, the
medium access control and routing layers are the ones which
are mainly responsible to deal with mobility. Therefore, MAC
and routing protocols should be able not only to accommodate
the coming and going of nodes but also provide a mechanism
to provide an unbroken end-to-end communication link despite
the mobility. Due to the complexity of the problem and space
limitation, this paper focuses only on solutions at the MAC
layer.

Proposed MAC protocols deal with mobility to some extent.
For example, schedule-based protocols such as SMAC [17]
enable nodes to synchronise their sleeping schedule periodi-
cally. This enables nodes to update their knowledge about their
neighbours. However, exchanging and updating schedules are
costly. Moreover, mobility is perceived only at the beginning

of schedule synchronisation. Preamble based protocols such
as XMAC [2] avoid the need for periodic synchronisation,
enabling the responder to send ACK packets to a pream-
ble whenever it completes its sleeping phase. The Receiver-
Initiated MAC protocol (RI-MAC) [16] even avoids the cost
of preamble by enabling a potential receiver to send a beacon
to potential transmitters whenever it completes a sleeping
phase. These approaches implicitly assume that the receiver
is already known to the transmitters. However, with slight
modification of the protocols, it is possible to accommodate
mobile nodes. The main problem, however, is that these, too,
perceive mobility only at the beginning of the listening phase.
If a link is broken in the midst of a communication, there is
no way to gracefully deal with it.

MS-MAC [14] extends SMAC to support mobility. Each
node discovers the presence of mobility within its neighbour-
hood based on the received signal strength of periodical SYNC
messages from its neighbours. A change in signal strength is
perceived to be due to the mobility of either the neighbour
or the receiving node itself. The level of the change in the
received signals is also related to the speed of the mobile
node. This information is used to create an active zone around
a mobile node when it moves from one cluster to another
cluster, so that the mobile node can expedite connection setup
with new neighbours before it loses all its neighbours. In
the active zone, nodes run the synchronization periods more
often, resulting in higher energy consumption, but the time
it takes to create new connections is lower. MS-MAC is not
well developed and suffers from the same shortcomings of the
SMAC protocol.

MMAC [1] is an extension to the TRAMA protocol [15].
TRAMA is a distributed TDMA-based MAC Protocol in
which the size of a frame as well as slot distribution takes
place dynamically. The protocol divides a time frame into
two parts: a random access period and a schedule access
period. The random access period is used to collect neighbour
information. Each node uses an adaptive election algorithm to
determine the slot which can be used to transmit packets. The
schedule access period is then used to announce the schedule
and perform the actual data transmission. MMAC uses a
probabilistic autoregressive model to predicate the mobility
of two-hop neighbours. It adjusts the time frame and random
access time according to the mobility of nodes. This protocol



handles both weak mobility and strong mobility where nodes
physically move through the network, however, the algorithm
is computation intensive.

Our protocol (MA-MAC) extends the XMAC protocol –
a contention based protocol, which divides a preamble into
multiple strobes to reduce the cost of preamble. MA-MAC
detects mobility through the received signal strength of ACK
packets during communication and switches from unicast to
broadcast to interleave data communication with neighbour
discovery. Unlike all the protocols discussed above, MA-MAC
recognises deterioration in a link quality while communication
takes place; and attempts to seamlessly handover a communi-
cation to a better link.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: In Section II,
the concept of the MA-MAC is introduced. In Section III,
the prototype implementation of the MA-MAC protocol is
discussed. In Section IV, the evaluation of the protocol is
presented. Finally, in Section V, concluding remarks are given.

II. CONCEPT

Conceptually, when MA-MAC detects mobility while a
transmission is not completed, one of the following conditions
occurs:

1) The node completes transmitting all the data before a
link breaks, hence, there is no need to deal with mobility.

2) The node negotiates with the receiving node for dynamic
rate adaptation, so that it can send all the data at a higher
rate and complete transmission before the link breaks.

3) The node initiates and completes a handover before the
link breaks.

These decisions require the link layer to rely on informa-
tion from the application, network, and physical layers. The
application/network layer provides information pertaining to
data size. With it and additional information about the speed
of travel and the transmission rate of the radio, it is possible
to estimate the time required to transfer the data (ts = Ds

r and
ts ≤ τ ; where Ds is the data size; r is the transmission rate;
ts is the time required to send the data; and τ is the remaining
time before a link breaks).

The physical layer provides information about the trans-
mission rates that can be supported by the radio. MA-MAC
defines two distance thresholds to support seamless handover.
The first threshold prompts it to initiate a handover while
the second threshold sets an upper limit to the distance that
should be travelled before the mobile node “binds to” a new
intermediate node (i.e., before a handover is completed). Be-
tween the two thresholds, MA-MAC broadcasts data packets
in which handover requests are embedded. Accordingly, the
transmission mode of both nodes changes from unicast to
broadcast to accommodate neighbour discovery. Neighbouring
nodes randomly wake up from their sleep state to participate
in a handover. But this wake up duration is markedly smaller
than the active state defined by the duty cycle, and it is
a tuneable parameter that depends on the network density.
Additionally, at the beginning of their active state, nodes listen

to neighbour discovery packets to participate in a potential
handover process.

The currently available wireless standards (for example, the
IEEE 802.15.4 [9]) and technologies [5] do not support rate
adaptation in wireless sensor networks. Therefore, the main
focus of the remaining part of this paper will be on the third
aspect only.

A. Finite State Machine

Figure 1 illustrates MA-MAC with a finite state machine.
As can be seen, a node can be found in one of the five states,
namely, sleep, receive, send, discover, or handover.

Fig. 1. The finite state machine of MA-MAC

Initially, a node is found in a sleep state after successfully
booted. It may wake up at any time if it has data to send,
in which case it enters into a send state. It remains in
this state until it has transmitted all pending data1. Another
condition for leaving the sleep state is when the node either
randomly wakes up to participate in a handover process or
begins the normal active period. Both conditions cause it to
transit into a receive state – the former only for a brief
amount of time. If a transmitting node detects that either the
receiver or itself has crossed the first mobility threshold, it
enters into a Discovery state in which the transmitting
node searches for an intermediate neighbour before the actual
link breaks. If it receives ACK packets from a neighbour
before it reaches the second mobility threshold, it enters into
the Handover state to “bind to” the newly discovered node
and to update its routing configuration. If the node cannot
discover any neighbouring node, it sends out discovery packets
until the second mobility threshold is crossed. If the handover
attempt is unsuccessful by then, it enters into a sleep state
to avoid inefficient communication (this is not shown in the
figure). Otherwise, it enters into a send state to resume unicast
transmission via the new intermediate node.

B. Mobility Model

Our mobility model takes human activities and movements
into account. The movement of people in most places can

1Not shown in the figure is the periodic transitions between send and receive
states during the entire period of data transmission and acknowledgements.



be characterised as an intermittent and slow movement (with
an average speed of 1.5 mps). In rehabilitation centres and
hospitals the movement of people is even slower (0.5 mps).
Physical surroundings and the presence of other people around
constrain mobility. Hence, the model we consider makes the
following assumptions:

1) Deterioration of a link’s quality due to mobility is a
gradual but a steady process;

2) Mobile nodes are surrounded by some quasi-static
nodes.

Similar to all low duty cycle MAC protocols, MA-MAC
enables a node to sleep most of the time and periodically
switch on the radio to listen for incoming packets. It has
two operational modes: static and mobile. In the static mode,
MA-MAC performs similar to XMAC. When it operates in
a mobile mode, however, the RSSI of the incoming ACK
packet is evaluated to assess the quality of a link (assumed
to be degraded as a result of mobility). If a mobile node
crosses the first threshold, the transmitter begins to embed
handover requests into the MAC protocol data unit (MPDU),
sets the address to broadcast mode and sends the data packets
in this fashion until an acknowledgement is received from a
neighbour node.

C. Mobility Estimation

There is a substantial body of work on mobility and dis-
tance estimation in wireless sensor networks. Most approaches
exploit RSSI or SNR measurements. Zaidi and Mark [18] pro-
pose an autoregressive model to predict the mobility of a node
from its past mobility history. It gives the mobility state of a
node at the current time in terms of the position, velocity, and
acceleration. But the model is too computationally intensive
to be implemented on a wireless sensor node. Farakas et al.
[6] apply cross-correlation and a pattern matching algorithm to
predict link quality variations. The combined computation cost
of correlation and pattern matching makes the technique like-
wise expensive. Ji and Zha [8] apply multidimensional scaling
and coordinate alignment techniques to estimate the position
of nodes. However, their approach requires the presence of a
large number of anchor (reference) nodes.

MA-MAC does not require precise information about the
direction and magnitude of mobility. It is sufficient to know
whether the quality of a link is being gradually and steadily
degraded so much so that communication between two nodes
at a given packet arrival rate cannot be supported. Neighbour
nodes participate in a handover request only if they are along
the way to the base station. One such model is proposed by
Texas Instruments for the Chipcon CC2420 radio [5]:

RSSI = − (10γ · log10d+A) (1)

where γ is the signal’s propagation constant; d is the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver; and A is the received
signal strength of a line-of-sight link at 1 m distance. The
main problem with this model is its disregard of the impact

of multi-path scattering and non-uniform propagation charac-
teristic of the radio frequency. This is particularly the case in
indoor environments. We slightly modified this model to avoid
unnecessary oscillation. Even though the model is simple and
error prone, it was sufficient to demonstrate the operation of
MA-MAC. We are still working for a more robust and accurate
model.

D. Mobility mode of data transmission

Figure 2 illustrates the mobility mode of MA-MAC during
data transmission. After a CCA, the sender, S1, transmits a
series of short preambles frames until the receiver R1 replies
with an ACK frame. At this moment, S1 does not have
enough mobility information to carry out mobility estimation.
Therefore, it sends out a new data packet to R1. Meanwhile,
the mobility estimation scheme at the background accumulates
the RSSI values of incoming ACK packets until a queue fills
(the size of the queue depends on the sampling rate, the
speed of mobility and the minimum distance that should be
reached to initiate a handover – at present, this is determined at
compilation time) and then decides whether or not a handover
should be initiated. In case a handover is necessary, the
protocol enters into a handover state. In this state, S1 embeds
handover requests2 in the outgoing data packets and sends
out the packets in a broadcast mode. Upon receiving the first
broadcast packet, R1 will keep refrain from sending for a brief
moment to enable S1 to collect the handover reply. If there is
no active node at the time, S1 resumes sending out handover
requests until the second threshold is crossed. Following the
first handover request (assuming the request is intercepted), R2
and R3 will send back a handover reply at a random. S1 picks
up the first relay node (say from R2) and sends a new data
packet with the control field Handover set to FALSE. At this
time R1 attempts to transfers all state information (if there is
any) to the relaying node, but if it cannot reach it, it simply
enters into a sleep state. It will, however, wait a “dwell time3”
to receive packets from other nodes. Meanwhile, R2 receives
the broadcast data packet from S1 and learns that it has been
selected as a new relay node. It keeps its radio on and prepares
to relay packets from S1. R3 overhears the data packet too, and
learns that it has not been chosen as a relay node. Therefore,
it enters back into the sleep state to save energy.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

MA-MAC extends the XMAC implementation, UPMA [10]
and inherits several features of the TinyOS message header –
frame length, frame control field, data link sequence number,
and address – and introduces additional control headers to
support handover. A higher-level protocol implementation is
shown in Figure 3. Even though the IEEE 802.15.4 frame
specification permits 4 - 20 bytes of the address field, this
is fixed at 4 bytes in the TinyOS implementation. Since the
moteID in a TinyOS message refers to the destination address,

2This is a neighbour discovery request with the aim to directly use the
responding node as an intermediate node.

3This parameter is defined in the XMAC protocol.



Fig. 2. Mobility mode for data transmission in MA-MAC

Fig. 3. Placement of the MA-MAC header in the TinyOS radio stack

in MA-MAC, the source node’s address is embedded in the
TOSH DATA field. Moreover, TinyOS defines the default size
of a message payload to be 28 bytes. During handover, 7
of these bytes are used to embed handover request, i.e., the
handover control fields.

We ported the UPMA implementation onto the Micaz
platform, as the presently available implementation runs on
the TelosB platform. This includes porting the code running
on the MTS serial microcontroller to ATmega128 serial mi-
crocontroller.
Dest addr and Src addr are used to identify the

message which may be split into several packets. The MsgNr
field is used to re-construct individual received packets into
a complete message. The PacektNr indicates the order of
the packets. The Boolean field Handover is useful for an
implicit neighbour discovery request. If the Handover field is
TRUE and the destination address is not the same as the local
node which receives the data packet, this local node would
reply to the discovery request and keep its radio on until a
confirmation packet from the handover initiating node arrives.
Once a handover is completed, the Handover field is set
back to FALSE. The Disc_Reply field is a Boolean field
and serves as a response to a handover (neighbour discovery)
request. When a nearby neighbour replies to the handover
request, it sets this field as TRUE and leaves all the other

bytes empty.
The Micaz platform integrates an IEEE 802.15.4 compatible

radio, which is based on a digital direct sequence spread
spectrum baseband modem and provides a spreading gain of
9 dB and an effective data rate of 250 kbps [5]. A TinyOS
implementation of this hardware consists of many layers that
reside between the application and the radio hardware. The
higher-level components in the radio stack modify the data
and control headers in each packet as it progresses towards
the low level components.

The link layer relies on Active Messages, which are
packets that specify a handler ID in their header. They are
called so because they trigger the invocation of a named han-
dler upon receipt, pre-empting any ongoing computation. The
active messages provide an unreliable single-hop datagram
service. We keep this layer as the highest layer in our im-
plementation. The CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access) layer is responsible for defining IEEE 802.15.4
FCF (Frame control Field) byte information in outgoing
packets. It provides a default back-off time when the radio
detects a channel in use and defines the power-up/power-down
procedure for the radio. We keep this as the lowest layer in
our implementation to connect to the radio hardware via the
ReceiveP and TransmitP components.

Between the Active Message layer and the CSMA layer,
we insert the MA-MAC layer. This layer consists of the mod-
ules which are responsible for low power listening, mobility
estimation, work mode adaptation and data link handover.

IV. EVALUATION

Six Micaz sensor nodes were used in the experiment. One of
these nodes was connected to a laptop computer and served as
a base station. Three of the nodes were placed along a straight
line (L1) that was about 20 m away from the base station. Two
mobile nodes moved along a straight line (L2) that was about
40 m away from L1. The length of L2 was about 60 m. There
were two main objectives for conducting the experiments: (1)
To investigate the factors that contribute to the deterioration
of a link’s quality and quantify their contributions; and (2) to
determine the impact of a handover on the performance of the
network – in terms of packet loss and latency.

The nodes setup a 2-hop network in which intermediate
nodes were chosen based on the quality of links they establish
with the mobile nodes. We carried out the experiment first
without a handover mechanism and then with the handover
mechanism to observe the packet arrival rates in both scenar-
ios. We consider the following parameters: sending interval (30
ms and 250 ms); speed of mobility (fast and slow movements);
and distance of communication (when L2 was 40 m away from
L1 and when L2 was 20 m away from L1). The relationship
of each parameter with the average RSSI was examined by
keeping all the other parameters constant. The experiment
without the handover mechanism was used to determine the
two RSSI thresholds which were useful for the handover.

The mobile nodes moved in and out of the communication
range of the static nodes while sending and receiving data



Role ROM(Bytes) RAM(Bytes)
Base Station 15244 1726
Relay Station 12178 956
Mobile node 12368 314

TABLE I
THE MEMORY FOOTPRINT OF THE MOTES IN THE EXPERIMENT

Fig. 4. Handover without the oscillation avoidance mechanism.

packets. When the received signal strength was below the
set threshold, the mobile nodes initiated a handover. In order
to focus on the handover strategy, we disabled some of the
features of the MA-MAC protocol, such as neighbour table
management. Moreover, we separated data transmission into
sending and receiving features. The intermediate nodes and the
base station were deployed with both features enabled whereas
the mobile nodes were deployed with only the sending feature
enabled. This does not mean, however, the mobile node did not
receive packets: it received ACK and handover reply packets.
The intermediate nodes received data packets from the mobile
nodes and forward them to the base station.

Table IV shows the memory footprint of the application
code, according to the features that were enabled. Because
the intermediate nodes managed a queue, their RAM usage is
larger than the mobile nodes. The base station has the largest
RAM usage, because it has two queues: one is for the wireless
link and the other for the serial port.

A. Oscilliation

One of the problem of relying on a simple model of mobil-
ity, such as the one discussed in Section II is that the handover
oscillation is high. This is rather undesirable, as the magnitude
of the RSSI fluctuates even when the user is not actually
moving. To avoid unnecessary oscillation, a simple algorithm
based on the mean crossing rate was implemented in the MA-
MAC protocol. The algorithm simply counts how often a mean
value in a sliding window is crossed and outputs a “True”
or “False” value according to which a handover request is
triggered. The mean value crossing rate is empirically defined.
Figure 4 and 5 shows the different in handover ocilliation with
and without the algorithm, respectively.

Fig. 5. Handover with the oscillation avoidance mechanism.

B. Packet loss

Apart from the oscillation, experiments were conducted to
investigate the impact of handover on the packet arrival rate
and latency. In this paper, only packet loss will be further
considered. The packet loss was evaluated by varying the
sending interval, the RSSI threshold (implicitly, the distance
of travel), and the speed of mobility. All the other settings
were the same as above. The minimum RSSI threshold for
establishing a link was set to either -40 or -30 dBm.

Fig. 6. Packet loss with sending interval = 250 ms; RSSI threshold = -40
dBm; seed = 0.74 m/s; and distance = 20 m.

Figure 6 shows the packet loss profile for interval = 250 ms;
RSSI threshold = -40 dBm; seed = 0.74 m/s; and distance = 20
m. The x-axis shows the number of unaccounted packets; the
y-axis shows the ID of the nodes between which a handover
takes place; and the z-axis shows the sending time in ms.
Intuitively, it may appear that a packet loss rate is highly
handover dependent. But this is not necessary true. As can
be seen in the figure, the worst packet loss occurred when
Node-3 was used as an intermediate node and the link was
stable. Figure 7 demonstrate that packet loss is not much
affected by the speed of mobility as much as it is affected
by the sending interval. The worst case is observed when all
the three factors, distance between the nodes, speed of travel
and sending interval are combined. This is shown in Figure 8).



Fig. 7. Packet loss with sending interval = 250 ms; RSSI threshold = -30
dBm; seed = 1.62 m/s; and distance = 20 m.

Fig. 8. Packet loss with sending interval = 30 ms; RSSI threshold = -40
dBm; seed = 1.76 m/s; and distance = 40 m.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a mobility-aware MAC protocol is introduced.
Its main contribution is estimating mobility while communi-
cation still goes on and seamlessly initiating a handover when
the link quality deteriorates. The Protocol embeds neighbour
discovery requests inside data packets, which is then broad-
casted to all recipients. Sleeping neighbour nodes randomly
wake up for a brief amount of time to participate in a handover
process. This wakeup time should not be confused with the
wakeup time defined by the duty cycle. The random wakeup
is used only to support a handover; for how long and how
often a node should interrupt its sleep depends on the mobility
scenario defined by the application and the network density.

MA-MAC extends XMAC and its implementation extends
UPMA, developed by Klues et al. The prototype was de-
ployed on the Micaz platform that runs the TinyOS runtime
environment. Experimenting with the MA-MAC enables us to
observe several open issues. The first problem is to develop
an accurate and yet computation efficient mobility estimation
model. The model used at present is unreliable. Secondly, The
IEEE 802.15.4 specification does not allow the implementation
of XMAC as it has been defined by the authors, i.e., it is
difficult to define small size strobes to minimise the cost of
preamble packets. Apart from these, work remains to quantify
the probability of successful handover, since node wake up
randomly.
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